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1 Introduction
One of the many dierent approaches for generating algorithm or program visualization con-
tent (abbreviated \AV" for the rest of this paper) is scripting. Here, the user provides a
simple ASCII le containing commands that steer the visualization. Typically, the commands
are held in plain English to make using the underlying scripting language easier. Typical
examples for scripting-driven AV systems include JAWAA (Akingbade et al., 2003), JSamba
(Stasko, 1998), JHAV E (Naps et al., 2000) and Animal (R oling and Freisleben, 2002).
Scripting les are normally very easy to create manually. The user requires only a text
editor and a certain familiarity with the scripting notation to become productive. Even
better, it is relatively easy to modify existing code so that it generates scripting commands
for visualization purposes while running the underlying program. While generating some
working scripting code is normally rather easy, writing a scripting code that presents a \good"
visualization is more dicult. However, the same is true for any AV system that allows or
forces the user to explicitly layout the visual components.
In this paper, we focus on the added capabilities to the original version of the scripting
language AnimalScript built into the Animal system (R oling and Freisleben, 2001). To
avoid confusion, we will always refer to the new implementation as AnimalScript V2, and
use AnimalScript for the original implementation. We rst review the main features of
interest in the original scripting language and motivate why a new implementation was needed.
The currently added features are then described in detail. The paper concludes with a short
overview of the current implementation status and the goals we have set for the nal version.
2 A Quick Overview of AnimalScript
Each AnimalScript animation consists of a single le with a set of lines. Each line can
contain exactly one command or comment. To make parsing the les easier, each operation
starts with a unique keyword. The parser can therefore determine the appropriate action
by parsing the rst keyword, although later parameters usually determine the actual action
taken.
AnimalScript is parsed line-by-line. This means that once a given line is parsed, the
appropriate animation commands are added to an Animal animation. Normally, each oper-
ation { whether declaration of a new object or animation eect { takes place in a separate
animation step. If multiple operations shall take place in the same animation step, the user
only has to envelop them in curly braces f g to indicate a block. Similarly to programming
languages, the animation treats this block as a unit placed in the same step.
AnimalScript comes with built-in support for the graphical primitives point, polyline
/ polygon, text and arc. There are also specic commands for generating subtypes, such as
squares, lines, or circles. To enhance the use of Animal for computer science education,
the following common complex objects are also supported: list elements with an arbitrary
number of points, arrays in either horizontal or vertical orientation, and source / pseudo code
including indentation and highlighting. Most commands have a set of optional parameters for
setting specic display properties, such as the outline and ll color (for closed objects) or the
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The scripting language oers only a small selection of animation eects at rst glance,
limiting the operations to show / hide, move, rotate and change color. Each animation
eect can work on an arbitrary set of animation objects at the same time. The expressive
power of the scripting language becomes obvious when the set of options for the commands
is reviewed. For example, moves can be made to a certain location, along an object dened
inside the command, or via a previously dened object. The latter supports easy reuse of
common move paths inside an animation, for example for sorting problems.
To further enhance the expressiveness of the scripting language, each object type can oer
specic subtypes of a given animation eect. These are passed as an optional parameter to the
standard animation eect. The precise notation is dened at (R oling, 2001). For example,
a polygon may oer the user the following move types:
 move the whole object,
 move a single node,
 move an arbitrary set of nodes,
 move the whole object except for a single node,
 move the whole object except for an arbitrary subset of nodes.
In this way, it is very easy to reach rather complex behavior based on a still simple notation.
To make things even easier for animation authors, the computer science-based primitives also
have their own set of commands. This especially concerns the following operations:
 Generating a group of source or pseudo code with user-specied font and color settings.
As an exception to the general rule, each code line or line fragment has to be added
as a separate component. This avoids exceedingly cluttered lines of several hundred
characters and makes the scripting far easier to read;
 highlighting or unhighlighting a single line of code or a fragment thereof - for example,
the boolean condition of a for loop;
 generating an array with user-dened font and color settings, either in horizontal or
vertical orientation;
 installing an \array index pointer" with an optional label, useful for example to indicate
an array position in sorting algorithms;
 putting values into the array and swapping array elements. The latter operation is
animated automatically if a positive eect duration is specied;
 creating list elements with an arbitrary number of pointers at either the top, bottom,
left or right side;
 resetting or setting a given list pointer. Here, the user can specify either a position or
a target object. Animal then gures out the appropriate way to handle the pointer
based on the relative positions of the two objects.
Each AnimalScript object has a usually unique ID. If IDs are reused, accessing the
previous holder of the ID is no longer possible. However, the object can still be removed from
the display using the hideAll command. Once the current line is parsed, the animation author
can retrieve the current bounding box of the dened object, yielding the smallest rectangle
that covers the whole object.
To improve the animation layout, all AnimalScript coordinates can be specied in a
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 absolute coordinates give an explicit pair of (x, y) coordinates on the screen. To yield a
visible object, x and y should be positive and within the display window borders.
 locations can be dened once and reused as often as necessary.
 relative coordinates are the most expressive and powerful option. Here, the location of
a given object is determined based on other visible or hidden objects. Typically, the
position is determined based on the bounding box of a given object by giving one of the
eight compass directions or \center" and an (x, y) oset. Polyline or polygon objects
also allow placement relative to a given node. Components can also be aligned to the
base line of a text component. Finally, the location can also be dened as an oset from
the previous location used.
There is also a special \echo" command which can be used for user feedback. Apart from
simply printing a certain text to the command line or main window, the actual bounding box
of a given object or set of objects can be retrieved, as well as individual objects and their IDs.
In this way, if the layout on the screen does not match the author's expectations, some debug
commands using \echo" can be integrated to gure out exactly what went wrong. Finally,
objects can be grouped or ungrouped to save repeating the objects IDs for objects that are
animated in the same way over several operations. It is important to note that a component
inside a group can still be animated individually, without eect on the other group elements.
As can be seen from this overview, AnimalScript is rather powerful and expressive.
However, there is one crucial drawback. As stated before, each line can be parsed separately,
as the context of the previous lines is retrieved from the Animal-internal animation object.
Thus, many of the standard parsing concepts, such as abstract syntax trees, are not needed
to parse AnimalScript animations. To make the implementation more ecient and easier,
we took the ultimately unfortunate implementation decision to stay at a \single line parser".
This brings one severe limitation: interesting components such as loops or conditionals can
not be supported by the original AnimalScript parser.
To address this problem, we decided to re-implement the whole parser from scratch. This
was also a good opportunity to clean up some the messier parts of the source. Compared to
the former single person implementation, which already contained about 7500 lines of code,
a team of three students of business administration was formed for this task.
3 Added Features in AnimalScript V2
AnimalScript V2 will be downward compatible to AnimalScript. That is, all commands
which worked in AnimalScript will ultimately work in its successor. \Ultimately", because
the extent of the scripting language means that some compromises in the amount of work we
could heap on the students is limited. The current state of implementation is described in
the next section. Here, we will focus on the added components of AnimalScript V2.
The main goal of developing AnimalScript V2 was to change the line-based parsing
approach to one based on abstract syntax trees. Apart from allowing components such as loops
and conditionals, this ultimately will also allow us to support method invocations. Currently,
the two most striking additions are the while, for and loop loops and the if conditional with
an optional else part. The syntax for the three entities follows the syntax used in Java, except
that the trinary operator (boolean expression) ? expression : expression is not supported.
The structure for the loops is shown below, where command is a place-holder for a set of
commands. Note that the set of commands may also contain subblocks, just as in a \real"
programming language. Thus, users familiar with C-like syntax should nd it easy to learn
and eectively use the notation. The hash mark # introduces a comment spanning the rest
of the line.
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f
command
g
for ( init ; booleanExpression ; arithmeticExpression ) # complex loop
f
command
g
loop ( arithmeticExpression ) # loop exactly " expression " times
f
command
g
Similarly, the notation of the if / if ::: else conditionals is identical to that found in C,
C++, and Java.
To support the loops appropriately, we also had to introduce commands for handling
arithmetic and boolean expressions. Arithmetic expressions currently cover the four base
operators +, -, *, /. This also includes the precedence of multiplication and division over
addition and subtraction, as well as parentheses.
To allow for useful loops, we introduced integer variables, which are dened in the same
way as in Java except for the missing semicolon, e.g. int nrIterations = 10. Integer variables
can be assigned arbitrary (integer) expressions using the assignment operator, e.g. nrIterations
= 5 * i.
Boolean variables are dened as in Java. They can be assigned either one of the two literals
true / false, another boolean variable or an arithmetic expression with C semantics (0 is false,
all other values are true). The boolean operators cover conjunction && and disjunction jj, as
well as the boolean comparison operator == and integer comparisons yielding a boolean result
(using <;<=;==;>=;> and ! =).
Finally, AnimalScript V2 also oers String variables. They are declared as string myS-
tring = "Hello" and assigned a new value in the usual way. Additionally, they can be concate-
nated using the Java-notation with a point in the middle. Thus, myString . " world" yields
the String Hello world. The concatenation works on String, boolean and integer variables as
well as literal Strings.
4 Conclusions and Further Work
AnimalScript V2 extends the functionality of the scripting language AnimalScript (R oling
and Freisleben, 2001) by oering important base operations for simplifying animation creation:
loops, conditionals, variables and expressions.
The additions considerably increase the expressive power of AnimalScript, pushing it
closer to a full-edged programming language with visualization. This makes manual gen-
eration, for example of sorting algorithms, far easier. We will evaluate the eects on (semi-
)automatic generation once the implementation is nished.
All new components can be parsed and evaluated. Some of the older (and not very well
documented) advanced features of the original scripting language are missing and placed on
hold for more important content. This includes importing several scripting les into a single
animation and internationalization aspects.
The team is currently working on getting all object generation commands set up. While
this task is per se relatively simple, the size of the Animal system with 216 classes and about
45000 lines of code has to be taken into account - getting familiar with all components and
their interplay is hardly trivial, as can be seen when studying the reference work (R oling,
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Currently, all additional features can be parsed, evaluated and executed, apart from the
occasional bugs to be expected in any signicant software project. We hope that we will have
a stable version of the new scripting language in time for PVW 2004.
Due to the complete redesign and reimplementation of the parsing process, the new ver-
sion of the scripting language is ready for other advanced extensions. This includes method
denitions and blocks that dene author-specic objects based on a set of primitives. Due to
the size of the implementation team and the other demands on their time, not all goals are
realistic - this is only a one-year project without payment!
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